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Abstract. The design of a user interface usable by blind people sets specific us-
ability requirements that are unnecessary for sighted users. These requirements 
focus on task adequacy, dimensional trade-off, behaviour equivalence, semantic 
loss avoidance and device-independency. Consequently, the development of  
human-computer interfaces (HCI) that are based on task, domain, dialog, presen-
tation, platform and user models has to be modified to take into account these re-
quirements. This paper presents a user interface model for blind people, which  
incorporates these usability requirements into the above HCI models. A frame-
work implementing the model has been developed and implemented in an elec-
tronic speaking bilingual software environment for blind or visually impaired 
people and in an educational system for children with special educational needs.  
Keywords: human-computer interfaces, blind user interface model, accessible 
user interfaces. 
1   Introduction 
Apart from basic human-computer dialogue and design for all principles, adapting a 
graphical user interface for blind people involves some specific usability require-
ments: (1) the task has to be adequate given the capabilities of blind users (task ade-
quacy), (2) the user interface has to provide a balance between the 2D access of 
sighted people and the 1D access of blind people (dimensional trade-off), (3) the user 
interface has to provide specific access for blind people to all the relevant user inter-
face objects (behaviour equivalence), (4) the user interface has to avoid losing rele-
vant semantic information (semantic loss avoidance) and (5) the interface has to deal 
with a wide variation in the functionality and programming of the assistive technolo-
gies for blind people (device-independency). 
These requirements have an impact on all the models used in human-computer in-
terface (HCI) development: the task, domain, dialog, presentation, platform and user 
models. Based on these requirements and the experience acquired by our team over 
the years, we have developed user interface model extensions that are presented in 
this paper. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes the re-
lated work on user interfacing for the blind. Section 3 describes our proposal for a 
user interface model for blind people. Section 4 presents the framework for blind user 
interface development based on the previous model. Finally, section 5 presents some 
concluding remarks. 
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2   Related Work 
There are some user interface management systems (UIMS), toolkits and frameworks 
that can be used to design dual user interfaces (that is, graphical user interfaces that 
can also be used by blind people because they combine visual and non-visual modali-
ties) [1]. This same philosophy can be applied to develop applications based on AJAX 
or other technologies, establishing the mechanisms for implementation [2]. To get an 
efficient final product, however, some formal interface design and implementation 
method has to be applied with these tools. 
In any case, it is essential, as pointed out by Moreley [3], to examine the funda-
mental accessibility issues for blind people at length and define appropriate usability 
guidelines in order to design an interface suited for use by blind people. These guide-
lines, which should be based on experimental evidence [4], should be formulated not 
only as general design principles or low-level and platform-specific recommenda-
tions, but should also be added to the actual HCI models that define a user interface.  
Research has been published along these lines, aiming to define a model that is 
adequate for blind users and the task they are to perform. For example, Grammenos et 
al. [5] suggests that the application interaction needs to be modified to make it more 
adequate for blind users, without affecting sighted users. 
This research, aspiring to model user interfaces for blind people that incorporate 
accessibility guidelines specified in ISO/UNE standards and specific usability re-
quirements for blind people, falls into this category. 
3   User Interface Modelling for Blind People 
The HCI model most widely accepted by researchers and designers is the modelling-
based definition by [6]. This HCI model involves creating a number of user interface 
components. They include the task model, the domain model, the dialog model, the 
presentation model, the platform model and the user model [7]. The task model gives 
a structured representation of what activities the software user may want to perform. 
The domain model describes the syntactic sequence of the interaction and is imple-
mented as a sequence of windows. The dialog model describes the interaction be-
tween the different objects making up the interface. The presentation model describes 
the user interface’s visual appearance. The platform model describes the various com-
puter systems that may run a user interface. The user model describes the characteris-
tics of the user or user group. 
There are several issues that each model has to account for when developing inter-
faces for blind users. These issues are derived from the usability requirements for 
blind people described in the introduction: task adequacy, dimensional trade-off, be-
haviour equivalence, semantic loss avoidance and device independency (Fig. 1). 
The task model is a formal description of the service the user accesses. It is organ-
ized hierarchically and contains information regarding task activation, its precondi-
tions, postconditions, and the actual task action [8]. 
In the task model, the tasks described should be checked, during problem analysis, 
for incompatibility with what blind people can do (for the task adequacy require-
ment). Blind people cannot do activities that require hand-eye coordination, or  
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Fig. 1. Influence of blind-user interfacing on HCI models 
activities that require simultaneously controlling the state of more than one visual 
item, because they communicate with the computer serially. 
The domain model describes the syntactic sequence of human-computer interac-
tion through user interface objects and determines how the set of tasks and actions are 
ordered [8].  
The domain model has to provide a sequence of windows compatible with one-
dimensional navigation (for the dimensional trade-off requirement) and has to include 
speech and Braille output for the transitions between user interface objects (behaviour 
equivalence requirement). The domain model should define a sequence of windows 
and window content that is compatible with 1 + 1 navigation (for the dimensional 
trade-off requirement). Also, the domain model should include the information to be 
output as speech and Braille in the transition from one window to another (for the be-
haviour equivalence requirement). 
In the first place, the domain model should be represented hierarchically as a series 
of trees linked by transitions between windows. Each window will be a tree whose 
root identifies the window in question. The window components, like the title bar, 
main menu, button bar, etc., will be its children. Each of these nodes will be decom-
posed into objects (e.g. each of the buttons in the bar) until the objects can be decom-
posed no further. Any leaf objects whose activation leads to the appearance of a new 
logic window will have a link to the tree of this new display unit.  
One important point when designing the domain model is the tree’s depth level for 
each software window. Because blind users must necessarily navigate by levels 
within the above tree and cannot “take a look” to find out where to go, the windows 
should be designed to assure that their navigation tree is not overly complicated. 
Therefore, the inclusion of several embedded containers is to be avoided. 
To cater for the behaviour equivalence requirement, blind users should also be 
given information about what happens when transitions between tree levels or trees 
take place. This includes messages about the features of an open item, the type of 
process that is taking place, the type of objects in the new level or, generally, any in-
formation that helps blind users to manage or understand the interface. This is espe-
cially relevant in the case of transitions between windows, because blind users could 
easily get lost. For example, when a message window is opened, the following infor-
mation should be speech synthesized: window title, message text and active user in-
terface object. 
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The dialog model defines the commands as well as the purpose of each one. 
Commands are executed via interaction techniques and may produce one or more sys-
tem responses [9]. 
The dialog model should enable keyboard-only access, define each user interface 
object’s interaction process, define the access mechanisms to the object’s properties 
(behaviour equivalence requirement), and should incorporate additional interaction 
techniques to give access to important semantic information (semantic loss avoid-
ance). 
First, the dialog model should be developed taking into account that blind users in-
put information using the keyboard or keyboard equivalents (such as speech recogni-
tion, Braille keyboards, etc.) only. This is because blind people cannot use pointing 
devices that require coordinating vision and device movements. Therefore, the type of 
interaction techniques that this model can use is limited. 
It is especially important in this respect for the dialog model to specify that the tar-
get platform keyboard usage conventions should be retained. For example, if a key 
combination is assigned a given function by convention (for example, CTRL + C for 
copy), then the applications should not attempt to use these combinations for other 
purposes. 
Second, each user interface object’s interaction procedure must be defined in line 
with blind people’s capabilities. There should be two chief rules in this interaction 
procedure: keyboard-based interaction and access through synthesized speech or 
Braille to the most important attributes of each user interface object. 
Therefore, it is necessary to define which of each user interface object’s attributes 
should be able to be queried to be sent to the speech synthesizer and Braille display. 
In the case of a menu option, for example, access should be given to the text, the 
mnemonic (underlined letter), associated keyboard accelerator, its state (active or in-
active) and, finally, its type: direct command, open dialog or open a submenu.  
Finally, and under certain circumstances, alternative interaction techniques need to 
be taken to perform a given command. This type of actions affects both the dialog and 
the presentation model (e.g., a musical composition program for blind people should 
offer special-purpose non-visual mechanisms for editing the score). 
The presentation model is usually defined as the model that describes the visual 
appearance of the user interface [10]. This way of looking at the presentation model is 
good for graphical interfaces, but blind users perceive the interface using other senses, 
like hearing or touch. 
The presentation model should define the speech and Braille output for each user 
interface object (behaviour equivalence requirement) and should define several detail 
levels for different user experience levels. It should also guarantee that non-standard 
objects containing graphical content provide enough semantic information (semantic 
loss avoidance).  
It is essential to take into account the differences there are between the synthesized 
speech and Braille display outputs, differences that mostly lead to different messages 
having to be generated for speech and Braille.  
For example, information persists in Braille displays until the user takes an action, 
which is not the case with speech; access to spoken information is sequential (the user 
has to wait for the voice to reach the fragment of the target information), whereas it is 
direct in Braille displays (users can move through the displayed information however 
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they like); character attributes (bold, italic, underlined, etc.) can be represented in 
Braille displays using points 7 and 8 of the 8-point Braille code. These attributes can-
not be represented in speech without interrupting the dialog. 
Note also that the presentation should make provision for several detail levels. On 
the one hand, novice blind users will want to receive as much information as possible 
on each interface element as they learn to use the application. On the other hand, ex-
pert users will only want to receive the information that they need to do the job. Our 
experience has led us to define three detail levels (also termed help levels): beginner, 
intermediate and advanced. 
The user interface designer has to take all this into account to define the speech and 
Braille presentation of every user interface object. This is a two-step process: 
1. Define the presentation of each user interface object’s attribute for speech and 
Braille. For example, object type is represented by full text in speech (“Button”) 
and in abbreviated form in Braille (“BT”). Another example is the presentation of 
the mnemonic: it is represented as a separate character in speech and as an under-
lined letter in Braille.  
2. Define the object attributes combination to generate the output message for each 
detail level. The designer has to use different sorting techniques for speech and 
Braille. For instance, the object’s name has to appear first in speech to enhance 
navigation speed.  
In doing so, the designer has to take special care to assure that the information sent 
to the user via speech or Braille is semantically equivalent to what is given visually in 
the graphical user interface. The goal is to check that users have all the information 
they need to use the application to do their job. 
The platform model contains information about the capabilities, constraints and 
limitations of the target platform [8]. When developing user interfaces for blind peo-
ple, the platform model is affected by the device independency requirement. 
For this purpose, the platform model should include speech and Braille output ca-
pabilities through standardized APIs, such as but not limited to:  
• For speech: text to speech output, stop speech output, automatic spelling and radio 
code spelling, management of queued speech messages, mechanism for the man-
agement of speech progress, changing speech parameters 
• For Braille: text to Braille output, providing information about the display charac-
teristics (such as the display size), automatic management of text that is bigger than 
the Braille display size, management of keys pressed in the Braille display, chang-
ing Braille parameters.  
Examples of such APIs for speech are SAPI in Microsoft Windows [11] and Java 
Speech for the Java platform [12]. 
Finally, the user model is a description of the characteristics of an individual user 
or of a stereotype user group [9]. It is not intended to be a description of the mental 
state of a user. 
The user model has to include configuration parameters related to the semantic loss 
avoidance and device-independency requirements, such as speech parameters (the de-
vice used, speed, tone, volume, etc.) and Braille parameters (the device used, Braille 
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code type, cursor type, presentation of character attributes, etc.) or the detail level of 
the output messages (for beginner, intermediate and advanced). 
4   A Framework for Blind User Interface Development 
Based on the model we have developed a framework for developing user interfaces 
for blind people, called FBLIND (Framework for BLind user INterface Develop-
ment). This framework has three main components [13]:  
• A set of user interface design guidelines, which is based on software accessibility 
standards [14] [15] and the experience acquired by our team over the years 
• A programming library providing support for Speech and Braille Input and Output 
(SBIO) 
• And an interface development toolkit consisting of automatically adapted user in-
terface objects (BVCL). 
Of several applications developed using FBLIND, DABIN, an electronic speaking 
bilingual software environment for blind or visually impaired people, deserves a spe-
cial mention. DABIN (Fig. 2) was conceived as an environment housing a range of 
bilingual dictionaries allowing users to choose the translation source and target lan-
guages, as well as the user interface language. It has a dual user interface, and can run 
word searches, returning all the information about their translation in another lan-
guage, including grammatical categories, examples, remarks, etc. It now includes a 
Spanish-English and English-Spanish dictionary, and a Spanish-French and French-
Spanish dictionary, and has user interfaces in Spanish, English and French. 
Another developed application was the Proyecto Aprender (Learn Project) [16]. 
This system (Fig. 3) is an educational resource targeting children with special educa-
tional needs. These children may have an added disability such deafness, blindness 
and so on. To help blind users to use this application, the FBLIND philosophy was 
applied to develop the blind user interface. 
 
Fig. 2. DABIN application: screenshot 
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Fig. 3. Aprender application: screenshot 
5   Conclusions  
Apart from design for all guidelines, developing dual interfaces involves taking into 
account a set of specific requirements: task adequacy, dimensional trade-off, behav-
iour equivalence, semantic loss avoidance and device-independent interface. To do 
this, we designed a user interface model for blind people based on HCI models (the 
task, domain, dialog, presentation, platform and user models) that takes into account 
these requirements. As discussed, all six models have to deal with specific issues in 
order to build user interfaces that are effective, efficient and satisfactory for both 
sighted and blind users.  
To implement the model, we developed a Framework for Blind User Interface De-
velopment (FBLIND) that has proved to be very useful for developing dual user inter-
faces, as it helps developers to focus on important issues, reduces implementation 
costs and provides device independency. 
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